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              FORGET ABOUT HEAVEN: 
       Don’t Yell At Me, Take It Up With My Dead Mother 

documents the extraordinary afterlife experience of Mary Patricia, 
mother of author and intuitive medium, Kathleen Hoy Foley.  Via her 
daughter’s mediumship, Mary Patricia provides the astonishing account 
of her battle to recover in death what was stolen from her in life –– her 
words.

Initially, Mary Patricia vehemently complains that death did not land 
her in the Heaven of her religious upbringing.  Infuriated, Mary Patricia 
asserts that she was exactly the same person the day after she died 
as she was the day before her death.  Plus, all the miseries of her past 
followed her into this new dimension.  

Forget About Heaven immerses the reader in a journey that is as down-
to-earth as it is mystical.  In this strange and unfamiliar environment, 
an unyielding Mary Patricia battles –– not with the demons of biblical 
lore –– but with her own entrenched, mistaken convictions so embedded 
they hold her prisoner even upon release from her physical body.  

But pitted against the indescribable, eternal yearn of the soul to 
express and fulfill its profound spiritual purpose, Mary Patricia’s dogged 
defiance eventually loosens its grip as she breaks through the walls of 
her steadfast resistance.  

By aligning herself with the powerful, motivating forces of intent, 
desire, and determination, Mary Patricia illuminates herself inside and 
out, creating the freedom for herself that eluded her during life. 

Told through a series of individual monologues uniting the physical 
and spiritual planes, Forget About Heaven addresses our souls’ enduring 
dedication and indestructible devotion to its inherent calling of love.  

Kathleen Hoy Foley delivers this third book in a trilogy traversing the 
landscape of traumatic abuse, each demonstrating truth as the path 
to freedom: Woman In Hiding, truth as personal and social advocacy.  
Breaking Through Silence, truth as mentorship and education.  And Forget 
About Heaven, truth as individual comprehension and ultimate personal 
illumination, freedom, and power.

Forget About Heaven presents the supernatural world as a natural 
and necessary progression of soul-life.  It inspires questions.  It seeks 
answers.  It puts forth perspective and allows for all possibilities. 
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